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Novel & Short Story Writer's Market
Wilson McKenna has never written a bad check in his life. So how did he end up
with $4,000 in returned checks from an island he's never been to? He knows one
thing, make that two, the bank wants their money, and he's going to Kauai to track
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down the crook who's ruining his life. Before you can say "welcome to the island,"
he's almost arrested for impersonating himself, the woman who trashed his credit
turns up dead, and McKenna feels like he's up to his umi'umi' in hot lava. McKenna
quickly learns he'd better watch out because some temptations can get you killed.

Fatal Footsteps
When Kelsey Maxwell learns her life is a lie, she's determined to uncover the
reason for the deception. She doesn't expect her quest to lead to fraud, murder,
and Sam Logan, a security consultant and the only man willing to tell her the truth.
And she's not the only one looking for her estranged, biological father. He's made
off with key evidence, and the criminals want it back as much as Sam does. Caught
in a race for the prize, Kelsey doesn't know if the truth will see her free, or get
them all killed.

Murder at the Polo Club
Nightmare in Nantucket is Book 14 in the Garden Girls Cozy Mysteries
SeriesBONUS - RECIPE INCLUDED!Buckle up and hang onto your hats as Gloria
Rutherford-Kennedy and the "Garden Girls" set off on a cross-country road trip in
search of a heartbroken Andrea Malone who has vanished and was last seen in
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Nantucket, Massachusetts.Brian Sellers, Andrea's fianc�, is convinced that her
wealthy parents are trying to break up their relationship and are encouraging their
daughter to date others.Things go from bad to worse when Brian, while searching
for his beloved, ends up in the wrong place at the wrong time and the suspect of a
murder investigationAndrea's ex-boyfriend!Can the girls find Andrea, clear Brian's
name and help reunite the couple? Or will they all be wishing they were back in
their small town of Belhaven instead of the Nightmare in Nantucket?

Aspen Trilogy
Three Crafting Cozy Mysteries from USA Today Bestselling author Stacey Alabaster.
George is the owner of a craft store in Pottsville. From her first days in town, she
has found herself in the middle of trouble. With her days in Pottsville potentially
coming to an end, she must find three more killers before they threaten everything
she holds dear. Can she solve her final cases and move on to a happy ending? This
collection of cozy mysteries includes books seven through nine in the Craft Circle
Cozy Mystery series. If you like cozy mysteries with interesting characters, the
Craft Circle Cozy Mystery series is for you. Buy the Craft Circle Cozy Mystery Boxed
Set and start solving your next mystery (or three) today! Death at the Dog
Wedding - Georgina’s dog Jasper is finally tying the knot with his doggie girlfriend.
When the bride-to-be bolts, things go from bad to worse. After a wedding guest is
found shot to death, Georgina is thrown into another murder mystery. Can she help
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Jasper get over the heartbreak of being left at the doggie altar and catch a
murderer at the same time? Crafts, Crimes, and Country Clubs – George is moving
forward with police officer boyfriend Ryan. When an unpopular colleague is
murdered, the detectives who should be solving the case become suspects. Can
George and Ryan’s relationship handle an investigation into the detectives who
should be solving the case? Murder, Money, and Moving On – George's craft store
has become known as a hotbed for crafts and crimes. When a man is murdered in
her store, it becomes apparent that things have become personal. George must
solve the murder and save her best friend, Jasper, if she is going to find closure
before moving on with her life. Can George solve one more murder to save
everything she cares about?

Leighann Dobbs Cozy Mystery Collection
"Kelly Clark is making quite a comeback in her hometown of Geneva, IL after her
divorce. She's in love, her relationships are solid, and her finances are back on
track due to her sister's generous offer to live rent free in the apartment above
Chocolate Love, a favorite hang-out in the Historic District. When Kelly's sister,
Nikki, decides to expand her Chocolate Love empire by opening a new coffee shop,
Bean in Love, the Clark family pulls together to help. As the local fall festivals kick
into high gear, trouble comes blowing into town with rumors of a local ghost
causing real trouble in town. When a beloved local dies at the Geneva History
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Center under suspicious circumstances, Kelly and Nikki are called on to figure out
what happened. Could a ghost from the past really have a hand in the death?
Things get complicated when the sisters face an unexpected pregnancy, a surprise
proposal, and a possible foreclosure. All of the stress makes Kelly question if she is
really moving on with her life or if she's just fooling herself. After all, Kelly's been in
love and it ended horribly. Could it really be better for her this time
around?"--Author's website.

Kauai Temptations
Brenna and Blythe Battle, the proud new owners of Bonney Bay Battlers, a judo
school for kids in small-town, coastal Washington State, are nearing the end of
their judo summer day camp for kids and gearing up for Fall, just as Bonney Bay is
preparing for its Annual Salmon Bake, and for a special election to fill its most
important vacancy—mayor. The heated debate among the candidates—the smooth
but possibly smarmy Gunter Hatton, the spacey mother of three hooligans, Jessie
Pakowski, who thinks she can wish Bonney Bay’s problems away, and the the kind,
honest, but unfortunately boring Herbert Random comes to a head at Bonney
Bay’s Annual Salmon Bake. Proclamations, Accusations, salmon, and corn on the
cob fly—until murder brings the party to a screeching halt. Former Olympian
Brenna Battle finds Dina Hermiston, a respected, lifetime Bonney Bay resident and
philanthropist, stabbed in the neck with a meat thermometer. Suspicion falls on
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candidate Herbert Random. Is there more to the innocent-looking Random family
than meets the eye? In order to find out, Brenna must make nice with the last man
she ever wanted to meet again, Blythe’s ex and Brenna’s former coach, who also
happened to break both sisters’ hearts—Jake the Snake. Will Brenna find Dina’s
killer, expose the criminals in their midst, and save the election? Will she survive
more than three minutes in the same room with Jake the Snake without imploding?
Most of all, will her relationship with Officer Will Riggins and with her sister, Blythe,
endure once they find out the truth? Single Elimination is the fourth book in the
clean, humorous cozy mystery series featuring Brenna Battle. Each of the Brenna
Battle mysteries is a complete story with no cliff-hanger endings.

Craft Circle Cozy Mystery Boxed Set: Books 1 - 3
From bestselling new author Cindy Stark, meet the sexy heroes of the small town
of Aspen, and let their romances heat up your nights and warm your heart.
RELENTLESS - Book One Lily Chandler lost her job and lost her apartment. The last
thing she wants is to lose her heart to a small-town sexy cowboy who is known to
love 'em and leave 'em. Rumored bad boy Luke Winchester needs to shed the
reputation he hasn't earned if he wants more than a stolen kiss from Lily.
Unfortunately, the scorned woman who stands in his way happens to be Lily's best
friend. Lily intends to steer clear of temptation and remain loyal to her friend, but
Luke's subtle yet relentless pursuit weakens her with each encounter. If she gives
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in, will she become another notch in his belt or find the love she's always longed
for? LAWLESS - Book Two She committed the ultimate sin Ariana Trasatti betrayed
her father, an organized crime boss, when she agreed to testify against him. Now
the family will stop at nothing to silence her. But after eleven months in the
witness protection program, her sanity is in as much danger as her life. When
threatened with exposure, she's thrust into the care of a sexy small-town lawman
who seems intent on distracting her from her fears. He's searching for redemption
Deputy Sheriff Milo Sykes couldn't turn down his old buddy's desperate call.
There's a leak in the U.S. Marshals Service, and Milo is the only man he can trust.
Milo never thought to provide protection for another witness, not after the tragedy
he can't put behind him. But, one look into Ariana's eyes, and he knows he'll give
his life to keep her safe. Nothing is what it seems Milo soon realizes his biggest
challenge isn't protecting Ariana from the mob, but protecting her from him.
Temptation draws them in and passion ignites their world. But they're both headed
for heartache when her past finally catches up to her. COWBOYS AND ANGELS Book Three Katy Rivers' life has been perfect so far. Perfectly boring, that is. She's
lived by the rules and made all the safe choices. She has a great accounting job,
her own home, andzero fun. She's looking for a taste of excitement, but she gets
more than she bargained for when the sexy, but off-limits bad boy she dreamt
about in high school is suddenly back in her life and wanting more than her
number. Scott Beckstead has grown up during the ten years since he dropped out
of school. He's no longer the bad boy the town remembers. He owns a profitable
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construction company and keeps his wild adventures just this side of legal. A
chance meeting with Katy reminds him of the one thing he always wanted, but
never thought he could have. The holidays are a time to come together, but Katy's
family and friends are determined to keep her and Scott apart. If she wants Scott
to stay and wants the passionate nights beneath the Christmas tree to become a
tradition, she's going to have to leave "safe" behind.

Nightmare in Nantucket
Full Circle
A gentle mystery and romance story featuring Dannyboy, the Pointer dog with the
sixth sense and the characters that people loved in the first two books in the
series. Chess Beckett and Spinningdale Clashmore.

Single Elimination
Photographer Penelope Trigg finds a body on boyfriend Tyler's ranch. When he's
arrested, she's determined to prove his innocence. Mostly, she learns how to lose
friends and annoy people until she realizes someone is manipulating the evidence.
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But is Ty the framer or the framee?

Woman of Power
First in the USA-Today bestselling Leigh Koslow Mystery Series! "A funny, fastpaced, clever, and unusual mystery that will have readers clamoring for more.
Sheer delight."--Carolyn Hart The truth about what happened in 1949 went to Paul
Fischer's grave Too bad his body didn't! Advertising copywriter Leigh Koslow
doesn't pack heat -- just a few extra pounds. And she doesn't go looking for
trouble. When she moved into her cousin Cara's refurbished Victorian house, she
wasn't planning on discovering a corpse -- certainly not one that had been
embalmed ten years before. But as anyone in the small Pittsburgh borough of
Avalon could tell her, her cousin's house has a history attached. A history dating
back to two mysterious deaths in the summer of 1949. Someone wants Leigh and
Cara out of the house -- someone who has something to hide. But that someone
doesn't know Leigh's impetuous cousin, and when Cara digs her heels in, Leigh
looks to her old college chum, local policewoman Maura Polanski, for help. But the
answers the trio find only point to more questions. Were the scandalous deaths of
fifty years ago really an accident and a suicide? Or were they murder? The nearer
the women get to the truth, the more desperate someone becomes. Because some
secrets are better off kept. Especially when they hit close to home! "A thoroughly
delightful debut. Bright, breezy, and witty. I couldn't put it down." --Tamar Myers
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Originally published in mass market paperback by NAL/Penguin, Putnam, Inc. in
1999.

Flash Memory
Three Crafting Cozy Mysteries from USA Today Bestselling author Stacey Alabaster.
George is the owner of a craft store in Pottsville. From her first days in town, she
has found herself in the middle of trouble. And now that she has expanded her
horizons into volunteering at the animal shelter, wedding planning, and blogging,
she is faced with even more intrigue. She will have to be at her mystery-solving
best if she’s gonna keep three killers from getting away? This collection of cozy
mysteries includes books four through six in the Craft Circle Cozy Mystery series. If
you like cozy mysteries with interesting characters, the Craft Circle Cozy Mystery
series is for you. Buy the Craft Circle Cozy Mystery Boxed Set and start solving
your next mystery (or three) today! Crafts, Cat Burglars, and Murder - Georgina
starts volunteering at the local animal shelter in an effort to find balance in her life.
When cats start disappearing, she takes it upon herself to find out what’s going on.
When she tracks down the cat burglar, events take a deadly turn. Can Georgina
find the killer before he lands on his feet and gets away? Weddings, Receptions,
and Murders – Life is getting crazy for craft store owner turned super sleuth,
Georgina Holt. When she signs on to help with a DIY wedding, things take a deadly
turn. Can Georgina solve the murder and save the wedding? Beaches, Blogging,
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and Bodies – Georgina’s craft store has become established and a mainstay in the
Pottsville community. When she decides to expand into the online blogosphere,
things start to get weird. After a new online friend seems to disappear, Georgina
sets out to find her missing friend. Her search leads her to a beach home…and a
murder mystery?

Boundaries
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York
Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for
readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering
everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent
mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the
city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an idea.

The Center Circle
Bonney Bay is preparing for its Annual Salmon Bake, and for a special election to
fill its most important vacancy—mayor until murder brings all the preparations to a
halt.
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Wedding Planner Mystery Box Set
There's no magic or mystery to creating an organized life, but this useful book
provides hundreds of tips to help streamline your life. Morgenstern presents her
three-step plan: analyze, strategize, attack.

Craft Circle Cozy Mystery Boxed Set: Books 4 - 6
Seven time Amazon All Star Author with her latest in the best selling High Desert
Cozy Mystery series.Antiques, polo, and relationships. What do they have in
common? Murder!Why was the Palm Springs polo club owner's fianc�e, Pia,
murdered? Things like old relationships, Mafia vendettas, and fighting over
inheritances play a part in this cozy mystery. Jack Rutledge, the owner of a world
class polo club in Palm Springs hires Marty Combs, an antique appraiser, to
evaluate Jack's collection of art pottery and Pia's recently inherited collection of art
glass. When Marty and her husband Jeff, a Palm Springs Police Detective, attend a
cocktail party at the Rutledge Polo Club, they find themselves in the middle of a
murder mystery.Who killed Pia? Was it Kevin, the has-been polo player jealous of
Jack's success? Roberto, the reputed second-in-command of the West Coast Mafia
who loved Pia? Gerta, Pia's sister, who feels the art glass collection that was willed
to Pia should be hers? Pia's ex-husband, a felon newly released from prison?
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Jensen, Jack's son, who'd been promised he would inherit Jack's very valuable art
pottery collection, or even Lupe, the polo club owner's maid?Join the group of
friends who live in a high desert compound outside Palm Springs with Duke,
Marty's pink bootie wearing Labrador retriever, as they try to figure out who the
murderer is before Marty becomes the next victim.

A Death at Stone Steps
WHAT WOULD YOU DO TO DISCOVER THE TRUTH? Kelly Johnson lives in a
ramshackle beach cottage in the funky town of Encinitas, California. After making it
big in the tech industry and selling his software company, his main goal in life is to
spend as much time surfing as possible. But, when his best friend's sister is found
dead one morning barely 100 yards from his front door, those plans are put on
hold. After learning from Padma Peterson, his Sheriff's Department contact and
object of his affections, that the death was not an accident, he vows to do
whatever it takes to catch the killer. But will he go too far? Will his relationship with
Padma survive his choices?

Southern Fried Son of a Gun (a Willow Crier Cozy Mystery Book
4)
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She's sworn to solve an unthinkable theft, but her promise could get her killed. Can
a master of design unpick a nuptial nightmare? Enjoy all three of the bestselling
Wedding Planner Mysteries in this box set. Includes Diamond Rings Are Deadly
Things, Veils and Vengeance, and Proposals and Poison, plus a special bonus sneak
peek of a new mystery series! Diamond Rings Are Deadly Things Wedding planner
Adrielle Pyper believes wholeheartedly in happily ever after. Desperate for a fresh
start since the horror of her best friend's murder, she makes the move to a posh
resort town and revels in attracting famous patrons. But she fears the honeymoon
is over when someone steals a priceless imported dress… With her new celebrity
clients' marital bliss at risk, the sharp-minded beauty takes her own vow to unravel
the thread of the gown's glittering secret. But with irresistible hunks in every pew
and terrifying threats delivered to her door, her keen eye for clues could lead her
to a deadly altar. Can Adrielle crack the case before she ties a fatal knot? Diamond
Rings Are Deadly Things is the delightful first book in the Wedding Planner cozy
mystery series. If you like heart-racing romance, thrilling twists, and heroines
strong in snark, then you'll love Rachelle J. Christensen's charming tale. Veils and
Vengeance When wedding planner Adrielle Pyper orchestrates a destination
ceremony in Hawaii, she's prepared for anything—except murder. After the trauma
of her last event, the beautiful isle of Kauai is the perfect place for Adri to unwind
and do what she does best – plan. She even lets herself indulge in the attention of
the groom's handsome brother. But just when everything seems to be perfect, an
afternoon snorkeling trip turns deadly when Adri discovers the body of a young
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woman. Shaken, but unable to let go, Adri's sleuthing leads her into more danger
than she bargained for. When a number of "accidents" threaten her own life, it
soon becomes apparent that someone will do anything to keep Adri from
interfering with their vengeance. Proposals and Poison Love can be a very
dangerous thing. At least it seems that way to Adri Pyper, the premier wedding
planner in Sun Valley, Idaho. When one of her clients dies mysteriously, Adri takes
the advice of the local detective and swears she will stay out of the investigation . .
. this time. Luke Stetson's involvement in the case, along with the possibility of a
kiss between the two, should be enough incentive to keep Adri out of trouble. But
when a dog-themed wedding is almost ruined by a suspect, Adri and her assistant,
Lorea, are thrust into private eye mode. When poison enters the picture, even a
reluctant sleuth can't steer clear of danger. BUY this exclusive box set to enjoy all
3 cozy mysteries and undo a crooked engagement today!

Petectives
Fiction writers turn to this resource each year for infomation on fiction markets,
contests, conferences, writers' colonies, and other opportunities. Helpful articles
and interviews with professional writers add to the guide's appeal.

Single Elimination: A Cozy Mystery
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Three Crafting Cozy Mysteries from USA Today Bestselling author Stacey Alabaster.
George is the new owner of a craft store in Pottsville. From her first days in town,
she has found herself in the middle of trouble, even to the point of being the target
of a murder. When the police department is unwilling or unable to bring the guilty
party to justice, George does what she must to keep the killer from getting away.
Can she solve three of Pottsville’s murders before it’s too late? This collection of
cozy mysteries includes books one through three in the Craft Circle Cozy Mystery
series. If you like cozy mysteries with interesting characters, the Craft Circle Cozy
Mystery series is for you. Buy the Craft Circle Cozy Mystery Boxed Set and start
solving your next mystery (or three) today! Steps from Death - When you’re the
new girl in a small town, you have to step out of your comfort zone and meet new
people. But sometimes that can leave you only Steps from Death. Arts, Crafts and
Murder – Crafts are big deal in Pottsville. But is it big enough to murder for? A
Finely Crafted Murder – When someone is murdered in a rival craft store, her
suspicions intensify. Was her ex-husband capable of murder?

The American Murders
Buck's client is a young songwriter accused of killing her father and robbing a
bank. Eyewitnesses have identified her, but Buck believes she is innocent. He will
have to be very creative to solve this case, and sets off on a journey that will take
him where he never thought he would go.
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Incredible Circle Coloring Book for Adults
It's the 4th of July and the Petectives are feeling the heat! In the midst of a
sweltering heat wave, feline detectives Yoshi and Gatsby get word that an old
enemy is back and running a protection racket in their neighborhood. When an
attack lands Gatsby's girlfriend in the veterinary hospital, he gets hot under the
collar but it may take Yoshi's cool logic to shut down a gang of animal criminals
and clear a dog from a horrible accusation. The Petectives are back and there's
going to be fireworks!

Trouble in Tawas
About the book . . . Dan Delaney grew up in New Jersey and went to Princeton
before entering the Army when Pearl Harbor was attacked. After an extensive tour
of duty during and after World War II, he discovers his roots and takes a position as
a detective in Dublin. He is nearly sixty when he is finally promoted to Police
Commissioner of Dublin, Ireland and soon thereafter, gains a far-reaching
reputation for solving complicated double murder cases. In the case of The
American Murders, Dan is called to the States to help solve two murders in the
Tampa - St. Petersburg area of Florida, but before he even takes off from Dublin,
another request takes him into Cleveland, Ohio where a bank vice president and a
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low level bookie are both presumed dead. All of the murders stem from postCapone connections when bootlegging and racketeering openly controlled U.S.
cities. This story picks up in 1961 when gangs and protection still poisoned
American cities, but the giants of the past and their mafia partnerships have
splintered, moved underground, and corrupted the operations of local
governments and businesses. Once again, the persistent Irish sleuth pulls the
missing pieces together and uncovers the strange connections that exist among all
the murder victims.

Murder Makes an Entrance
Willow's Packin' Heat! Willow Crier's got a gun and the whole town will hear her
bang. During a monthly potluck at the gun club, a local war hero, Clancy, ends up
fried to a crisp. Armed with binoculars and cast Iron, Willow uncovers hidden
secrets long ago buried. While searching for the murderer, Willow is also searching
for the perfect fried chicken recipe. A painful surgery earns her sympathy, and
maybe a few kisses, from Steve, but it doesn't keep her off her feet for long.
Instead she dives right into the case, pulling a fellow gun club member into an
impromptu mud wrestling contest. Embry's engagement and Steve's investigative
nature is delving up a past Willow isn't eager to remember. She manages to slip
away from the memories to solve the case, and a romantic evening on the ferris
wheel certainly helps to keep her distracted.
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Organizing from the Inside Out
A personal revelation, a second chance at love, and death in The Big Easy Betty
Hitchens has been asked to help an old friend sort through questions concerning
an actor who died under unusual circumstances in New Orleans, Louisiana. Shortly
before she leaves her close-knit Texas community, she's confronted by an
acquaintance about a special ability she may possess. Her anxiety levels soar to
new heights as she absorbs the information while juggling conflicting emotions at
the start of a new romantic relationship. Murder. Travel. Family. It's almost more
than a southern woman with a growing business and a headstrong daughter can
take. But armed with a tenacious spirit and a wry sense of humor, the determined
baker tackles life's challenges head on.

Never Buried [#1 Leigh Koslow Mystery Series]
In this tale of adventure, intrigue, danger, betrayal, and evil, Biblical archeologist
Dr. Stephen Saint Gabriel and his team discover a first century codex hidden in an
earthenware jar. As he begins to decipher the ancient writing, he comes face to
face with the journal kept by Mary Magdalene as she followed Jesus during his
ministry. As Gabriel and his team take high resolution photographs of the codex
pages for study, the codex is stolen, but by whom? Is it forces within the Israeli
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government? Perhaps members of his own team? Or, is it a sinister group within
the Catholic Church--The Dark Brothers--who seek to suppress the discovery and
keep Mary's revelations from the world? Gabriel is joined by Nicki Taylor, a
beautiful and wealthy volunteer on the dig, as they attempt to protect the
photographic images and make Mary's words available to the world. And in the
process they make another discovery that could shatter two millennia of teaching
by Christians around the world--a discovery which they must protect with their
lives.

Witch Garden
USA Today bestselling author Leighann Dobbs has compiled four full length
mysteries from her top selling series into one book! From the culinary capers of
Lexy Baker and her posse of amateur sleuth grandma's to the ghosts and mystical
cats of Mystic Notch to the four magical Blackmoore sisters of Noquitt Maine to the
traditional mysteries of retired police consultants Claire Watkins and Dominic
Benedetti on Mooseamuck Island. You're sure to fall in love with the charming
characters and puzzling mysteries in these books. Ghostly Paws When bookstore
owner Willa Chance finds herself haunted by the tenacious ghost of the town
librarian who insists she solved her murder, she gets help from a quirky cast of
small-town characters and a cat she's inherited from her grandmother. Bake,
Battle & Roll When Lexy Baker temporarily fills in for the pastry chef at a lakeside
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resort it seems like a great way to combine business and pleasure until the head
chef ends up with a knife through his chest and Lexy is found bending over the
body. A Zen For Murder When local psychic Zoila Rivers is found dead at the zen
garden, retired police consultants Dominic Benedetti and Claire Watkins are forced
to team up to catch the killer. Too bad Claire and Dom don't always see eye to eye.
Dead & Buried Summers in the seaside town of Noquitt Maine are quiet and
relaxing unless you find a mysterious dead body, a hunky ex-boyfriend shows up
and you start getting instructions from ghostly relatives.

New York Magazine
WHEN DISCOVERING WHO YOU ARE IS JUST THE BEGINNINGA lowly freshman in
college one day, crown prince of Orion and famed Center Circle member the next
day. Having been orphaned at a young age, Landon's first memories were of living
in a home with eleven other children who had lost their parents. But even those
memories had long since faded from his thoughts as he spent the last eight years
in the care of a loving foster family. Now, as a freshman in college, Landon had his
future in front of him. But all that would change the morning he got a text saying,
"It's time."From that moment on, Landon's world literally was turned inside out.
Taken away from his college campus to another world, he begins to discover who
he really is as his destiny starts to unfold before him. No longer was he Landon, a
mere freshman in college, but he was Landru, the son of a Center Circle member
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and heir to the throne of Orion. But Landru's welcome to his true identity is not one
of pomp and circumstance. Called back from all corners of the world are the twelve
orphans who must unite to defeat the rising power of the evil Rondel - the former
mighty general who has his sights set on ruling all the worlds. Equipped only with a
ring and a sword, and the head strong guidance of the young priestess,
Theophania, Landru fights his way to unite the Circle and rescue captives while
trying to get a grasp on his inner powers he possess through the feelings of faith.

Came Home to a Killing
Charlotte, Pug, Master Detective and Sleuth, loves a mystery and thinks she is
quite good at solving crimes. While exploring in the woods along the Mississippi
River, Charlotte meets Jack, Lucy, and Emma. They have found a cave they are
using as a clubhouse. Strange sounds have been heard and some things have
come up missing. When Charlotte agrees to investigate, she doesn't count on
meeting bats, skeletons and getting trapped inside the damp dark cave.

Nine Lifelines
Boundaries is a disturbing story about the blurred lines between love and betrayal,
freedom and control, fantasy and treachery, good and evil, past and future. Diane
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Alders is a successful, workoholic sales executive in the medical field who has a
void in her heart as a result of the tragic death of her husband seven years ago.
Mickey Rollins is a genius and entrepreneur about to introduce a revolutionary new
therapy that will 'repair' injured or impaired brains. Their sputtering romance hits
full speed when Mickey invites Diane to accompany him on a lavish and bizarre
vacation to the exotic South Seas intended to stretch their senses, fulfill wild
dreams, and bring them closer together. Disaster strikes, and it is Diane who
becomes Mickey's first human test subject. There's a catch…the healing process
requires a surrogate, and Mickey chooses their mutual friend, lover and
temptress—the beautiful Suki. The resurrection of Diane that transpires is not only
a transfer of physical and cerebral attributes, but a blending of relationships,
feelings, and emotions, drawing many into the fray, ending as shockingly as it
begins.

Novel and Short Story Writer's Market 96
The elevator won't go to the tenth floor, someone is breaking into condos, and the
well-heeled Ukrainian renter isn't paying the rent. Beth and Arnie have retired to
the building where Beth's last rental unit is located, and Beth, the klutzy landlady,
has declared herself through solving mysteries. Then, her renter is arrested for the
murder of the neighbor who fell (was pushed?) from the tenth-story balcony and
the dead neighbor's grandchildren are left with only their wheelchair-ridden
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grandmother to care for them. Beth feels compelled to help out. Are Sylvester's
psycho-cat behaviors providing clues? Is the renter actually the killer? Do the breakins and elevator problem have anything to do with the murder? Even Arnie, who
has always told Beth to keep her nose out of police business, gets involved-for the
sake of the children.

Vermont Life
When a tea leaf reader, Rose, is performing readings at Sage Gardens, Samantha
is too curious to resist and arranges a reading for her and her three reluctant
friends. But it is not smooth sailing when a reading goes horribly wrong.Then
things go from bad to worse when someone is murdered. The 'Sage Gardens
Sleuths' cannot resist a good mystery and they decide to see if they can put
together the pieces of the puzzle and find the murderer. But their investigations
lead them down a path they didn't expect and they land up in hot water.Did Rose
predict the murder? Did something that Rose saw in the tea leaves cause this
disaster? Or was it all an elaborate ruse that ended in murder?

Duplication
Set in the near future we follow Rose's adventures coming of age and finding
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romance. Loving, losing her love and finding herself in the process.

Caves Bats and Skeletons
Dan Paige was looking forward to a two-week holiday on a tropical beach until his
car broke down on the way to the airport. He finds himself lost in the village of
Nether Bumble, right in the middle of nowhere. When he's discovered behind the
pub in the middle of the night, holding a crowbar with blood all over his hands, the
villagers quite rightly treat the new arrival with suspicion. And then they discover
the local vicar has been murdered. As Dan tries to prove his innocence, the police
insist he can't leave the village and confiscate his car. He's further hindered by the
vicar's wife, her gardener, and a woman who won't take no for an answer. Dan's
hopes of relaxing in the sun quickly fade away, but there might be a silver lining in
the form of the pub landlord's daughter. Unless, of course, she's actually the
murderer. Set in a typical English village and the surrounding countryside, this
good-natured mystery will delight with its entertaining cast of humorous
characters.

Craft Circle Cozy Mystery Boxed Set: Books 7 - 9
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Bean in Love
A Murder in Nether Bumble
From USA Today Bestseller Madison Johns comes another Agnes Barton mystery
featuring those hilarious sleuths Agnes Barton and Eleanor Mason. Agnes Barton
has been waiting years for this day. She’s always told Sheriff Peterson he would
rue the day when his re-election time came around and now — it’s finally here.
What will Agnes do? Will she cause conflict or support the other candidate? When
the sheriff’s father Hal goes missing, Agnes and Eleanor Mason are on a mission to
find him, leading them to the Soaring Eagle Casino. But when they haul him home
it’s only to find that his companion, Raul Perez, is dead at the bottom of the stairs.
When the cops show up it doesn’t look good for Hal who is in possession of the
dead man’s credit card. With Hal now as a suspect, and Sheriff Peterson off the
case, the sheriff hires Agnes and Eleanor to clear his father’s name. Will Agnes be
able to clear Hal’s name in time to save Peterson from failure at the polls or is this
case too bizarre as a tenant claims aliens are involved?

Saint Gabriel's Gospel
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Adult Coloring Book Unique Designs to Color! COLOURING BOOKS FOR GROWN-UPS
BEST GIFT IDEAS !!!!!!!!!!! This incredible adult coloring book by best-selling artist
is the perfect way to relieve stress and aid relaxation while enjoying beautiful and
highly detailed images. Each coloring page will transport you into a world of your
own while your responsibilities will seem to fade away Use Any of Your Favorite
Tools Including colored pencils, pens, and fine-tipped markers. One Image Per Page
Each image is printed on black-backed pages to prevent bleed-through. Display
Your Artwork You can display your artwork with a standard 8.5" x 11" frame. Makes
the Perfect Gift Surprise that special someone in your life and make them smile.
Buy two copies and enjoy coloring together. Buy Now, Coloring, and Relax Scroll to
the top of the page and click the buy button.

Tea Can Be Deadly
Cake Whisperer
Get ready for a wild ride as Criminology Professor Marlee McCabe looks back to her
earliest adventure as an amateur detective. It's 1987, the time of acid wash jeans
and big, permed hair. When a college dorm mate is found dead in the snow outside
a party house, Marlee puts her newly-learned Criminology knowledge to use as she
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strives to find out who killed the co-ed and why. The more involved Marlee and her
roommate become in the investigation, the more deadly it becomes for them and
their friends. As the body count rises, Marlee fears she's next on the killer's hit list.
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